Savior
The most powerful non-electric vacuum container ever built.

Vacuum knob

What is Savior?

Pressure indicator/
Release valve
Cover

Savior is the world`s most powerful
vacuum sealer ever made for a nonelectrical storage device.

lifestyle to your household by keeping
food fresher, longer and reducing
expense and waste.

Our patented technology increases
the shelf life of foods dramatically and
suits a multitude of uses where a
strong vacuum seal is required .

Savior is also great for outdoor
activities such as camping, hunting
and fishing.

The Savior vacuum storage device will
introduce an enhanced and healthier

With storing and cleaning made easy,
we believe the Savior is a must have
for a modern kitchen and lifestyle.
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Easy operation but not easy
1

Create an air tight seal in seconds
with 3 easy twists of your wrist!

2

Release the vacuum by pressing
the release bottom

Just an easy twist of your wrist
Forget about the complex operation with
other vacuum systems. You no longer
need to use a pump or electricity.
With the Savior, it will allow you to use it
anywhere anytime.

Take it with you outside the kitchen. Now
you can go camping, hunting and fishing
without being tied to an electric cord.
Create an air tight seal in seconds with 3
east twists of your wrist.

Meats
2 DAYS

3X

Cheeses

Up to 8X Shelf life

5-7 DAYS

2X

Fruits&Vegetables
4X

5 DAYS

Save money & the environment
Based on our research, we waste
around $100 dollar per month on
foods and products because the
products expire before we can
consume them.
(Based on family of 5)

Truffles
Savior will help you save money
and keep your carbon footprint low.
Help protect the world!

10 DAYS

3X

Coffee
20 DAYS

8X

Tea&Spices
30 DAYS

7X
Regular Storage

Pump Storage

SAVIOR

Except fresh also Clean
Easy to clean

Dishwasher Safe*

Stain-resistant structural design, makes it
easy to clean and care for.

The container is dishwasher safe. Just wash,
rinse and you are ready to go.
*The lid needs to be hand cleaned due to
the vacuum components.

Stackable design
Perfect Stacking
The modular design allows the
products to be stacked vertically
for a space-efficient storage
solution.

Guarantee…
BPA Free & Environmentally Friendly. 2 Year Warranty
All material we use on Savior is food
grade toxic free !

Feel confident to store anything you
like without worrying
about harmful toxins.

Vacuum + Refrigerator
Refrigerator safe
The Savior has no batteries or
cords. This allows you to keep your
products fresher & longer in the
refrigerator.

Marinating
Quick Marinating
With Savior`s super strong
vacuum seal pressure, marinating
will penetrate much quicker and

deeper into the food. Thus, saving
you time and infusing your food
with delicious flavor.

Technical details

Part number

(Small Size)

(Large Size)

SAV-01

SAV-02

69.99

74.99

5.7 x 5.7 x 6.5 inch
(145 x 145 x 165 mm)

5.7 x 5.7 x 8.2 inch
(145 x 145 x 208 mm)

1.36 lb | 615g

1.52 lb | 690g

1.5qt | 1.4L

2.5 qt | 2.4L

Color
MSRP
Dimension
Weight
Capacity

Storage

Penut
Tobacco
Coffee Bean
Tea
Truffle
Herbs and Spices

Fish
Meats
Vegetables
Fruits
Cheeses
Chips
Baked goods
PLUS!
everything from the SAV-01 Column

